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GASTROENTEROLOGY 

 
MOVIPREP – COLONOSCOPY SCHEDULED AFTER 11AM 

 
 Your provider has selected MoviPrep bowel regimen for your bowel prep.  You 

must finish the entire dose this medication in anticipation for your colonoscopy.  
This medication is prepared in split doses.  You will take the first dose the evening 
prior to your colonoscopy and the second dose the morning of your colonoscopy.  
Completing the prep closer to the time of the procedures, keeps the colon cleaner. 

 

ONE DAY PRIOR TO PROCEDURE 

- Begin clear liquid diet 

- Drink at least 4 large glasses of water throughout the day. 

- Optional:  Prepare your 1st dose of this medication in the morning,  

(see preparation instructions below) and refrigerate for later use.  

- 8pm:  If you have not already prepared your 1st dose this AM, 
you can prepare it now.   

- Preparation Instructions: 

1. Empty content of 1 Pouch A and 1 Pouch B into the container that 
comes with MoviPrep.   

2. Add lukewarm water to the Fill Line on the container. 

3. Mix to completely dissolve the contents of Pouch A and B into the 
lukewarm water. 

4. Drink one 8ox glass every 15 minutes.  Be sure to drink all the solution.  
This should take about one hour. 

5. Fill the container with 16oz of clear liquid and drink all this liquid before 
you go to bed. 

- You will complete the next dose of this medication in the morning.   

 NOTHING TO EAT AFTER MIDNIGHT, it is ok to continue to drink water. 
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GASTROENTEROLOGY 

 

PROCEDURE DAY 

- 6am or 5 hours before your scheduled procedure you will complete the next 
dose of medication.  Completing the prep 5 hours before the procedure 
makes the colon cleaner.   

1.  Repeat above steps 1 through 4. 

2. After you complete steps 1 through 4, fill the container again to the Fill 
Line with clear liquid and drink all of this liquid.   

- You can continue to drink water up to 2 hours before your arrival time. 

After your MoviPrep is complete your stool should appear as a clear yellow 
or green liquid with NO solid matter. 

 

If your colon is not clean, or if you have questions call 833-882-2737  
during regular business hours (8am – 5pm) or if it is after-hours (5pm – 7am)  

call 512-324-7000 and ask to page the Gastroenterologist on call. 

You should take your essential medications with a few small sips of water. 

Do NOT take your diabetes medications until your procedure is completed. 
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